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The COHEXBE ZZI-H version Is being developed In order to provide fuel 
rod behaviour prediction capability both la steady-state and la transient s i tae-
tion*. It also allows Co estimate the feel rod enthalpy evolution versus tiae or 
buranp which may be Important la core-related safety studies. 

This paper describes the transient beet traaafer aodels, Including 
transient heat conduction inside the fuel rod, sad a subchannel aodel providing 
transient flow as well as enthalpy calculation capability. Transient flssioa gas 
release Is also Modelled oa basis of the change rate of oxide temperature. The 
aodels are illustrated by a few calculation examples. 

1. UTKUlHICliOT. 

After COKETHE KI-L already presented at this conference [1, 2 , 3 ] , 
COMETS HI-H represents the next step la KUBHDCXEATKE effort to develop e fuel 
rod behaviour eode providing simultaneous steady-state sad transient prediction 
capability. This twofold capability la necessary because the analysis of some 
operational sad accidental reactor transients baa to demonstrate that design mar
gins or regulatory Halts are not exceeded. The predictions have to be quantita
tively as accurate as reasonably feasible, la order not to unduly restrain fuel 
uti l ization or reactor operation. 

As one has to consider in most of the transients fuel rods which have 
been pre-lrradiated, i t was considered necessary from tbs beginning to merge in 
the same fuel rod eode models related to steady-state as well as transient red 
behaviour. 

This policy also allows the evaluation of post-transient or post-Incident fuel 
rod behaviour which presents a direct Interest for reactor operator. On the 
other side, It Is required chat the same modal handles with situations where the 
time scale ranges from the order of weeks down to the order of seconds or las s . 

The development of the transient version of COMEXB has been described 
la previous papers [4, 5 ] . This paper alas ac presenting the wain models involved 
In the transient calculations that can he performed by COMETHE IXl-l . It also 
Illustrates the aodel capabilities la a few calculation examples. 

2. THAKStgWT HEAT THAWTE! CTSIPE THE FOEL HOP. 

The transient beat transfer i s calculated la COMETHE III-M by solving 
the one-dlaenslonal radial beat conduction equation, with as outer boundary con
dition a convection relation : 

kc - f r ^ - bf [ T« - V8> ] 

where kg i s the dad conductivity, T c - is tbs clad surface temperstttrs, sad h 
sad tg ere respectively the film heat crsoefer coefficient sad eoolaat tempers-
tare estimated on basis of s separate calculation described la next seetloa. 
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Transient temperatures are calculated using a variational procedure 
described la {4] , i . e . tha Lebon-Lambermont rat eric cad variational principle 
[12]. Tha foal rod being daseribad by eoncancric ring, tha trial taaparatura 
f lald consist* of finite alaaants, i . a . piecawise polyaoms of tfaa fourth degree, 
determined on basis of ring boundariee temperatures aa wall as ring volume avera-
(ad tamperacuree. Tha u m w a condition for tha variational principle provides 
Chen a system of linear ordinary differential equations which can ha integrated 
on tlae e.g. by tha Eolar or Crank-Micholson implicit schemes, providing for each 
tin* step a system of Linear equations. The symmetric matrix of this system 
exhibits the so-called 3 x 3 block diagonal stmctura, which allows an easy 
direct inversion. 

Tha coupling with COMETHE of tha transient hast conduction algorltm is 
optimised la order to reduce computer naming time : 

i ) Transient conduction calculations are performed if and only if they are re
quired : this i s made possible by monitoring beat balance in tha fuel rod 
together with thermal boundary conditions and power generation rate ; 

11) The COHERE time step may be different from the transient conduction time 
step which i s selected on basis of numerical stabil i ty and accuracy. Con
duction time steps as large as 10 to 20 Z of pallet thermal time constant, 
i . e . time steps of tha order of 1 second are possible : this means that la 
moat transient calculations cases there will be one transient heat conduc
tion time step for one CGHETHE time step. 

Other features of tha fuel rod heat transfer model art fuel malting 
calculation and the poaaiblllty to represent steep temperature gradients : 

I) Fuel melting and the corresponding melting latent heat and fuel expansion 
are treated in COMETHS XXX-tt, from tha thermal as well as mechanical stand
point. However, affect of fission gas open malting and molten fuel extru
sion into cracks i s not yet considered ; 

II) Tha asm of plecewlse polynome of the fourth degree In the radial coordinate 
allows a good accuracy of the calculated temperature field, even in the 
peripheral zona of the fuel pellet where finite dlfferencos usually provide 
a poor result ; the requirement for the gradient accuracy originates fron 
the fact that tha latter gradient may be responsible of fuel fragaencatlon 
and transient gas release, as described in Section 4. 

3. TKAlfSIEHT sEHATCOu* OF THE COQUET. 

when the variations of the inlet pressure or of the power transferred 
to the coolant become significant in tlae periods shorter than one sscoad the 
steady stats equations of the themohydraullcs are l e s s and less valid. It beco
mes necessary to generalise the formalism sad to introduce transient notions like 
the inertia and the heat capacity of the coolant. 

ae> In stsady state situation the fluid has to obey tha three basic con
servation law* : the lavs of conservation of mass, nomentaa and energy. Bos this 
time the equations derived from these laws contain partial derivatives which make 
their resolution more dif f icult . These equations are written here in ens dimen
sional geometry and in eulerian coordinates as they have been programmed in 
COHETHE III-M : 

- Continuity equation : 

WV . o 
» z 
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- Momentum equation : 

- Energy equation : 

where p Is the coolant density, v the velocity, X the friction factor, D the hy
draulic diameter of tht channel, f the gravity constant, H th« anthalpy, Pc 
the wetted perimeter of the clad, P the wetted parlaatar of tfaa stmctura, A tha 
surface of tha channel, T the temperature of tha structure, h, the heat trans
fer coefficient between coolant and structure and S the heat source la the coo
lant. T , the clad surface temperature Is known fron the theraal calculation 
of the fuei rod presented above* 

The momentwn equetloa is Integrated along the whole coolant channel, 
which allows to calculate the transient coolant flow rata from the transient in
let and outlet pressures. The aoaentu* and the energy eouationa are solved by a 
finite difference method. Fron the first one are derived the pressure distribu
tion In the channel and the saturation temperature at eeeb axial level and fron 
the second one the axial temperature distribution and the aargln to boiling. 

This nodels allows to calculate e square, triangular or annular single 
channel of a fuel element with grids or wire wraps, or of a test loop* The foot, 
the head and the flow regulating orifice of the fuel elenent or of the loop are 
simulated in such s manner that the programme could easily be linked to e code 
describing the primary circuit of a reactor. The thermal inertia of the struc
tures is described, which is of particular interest for the interpretation of ex
periments carried out in test loops. 

The nodal is able to consider deformed geometries such u the ballooning of the 
fuel rods. The reversal of the coolant flow is allowed, which is essential for 
some safety studies. The two-phase flow has not been implemented In COMETHE 
III-H. A simple homogeneous model is in preparation and will be introduced in a 
subsequent version of the programme. 

Fig. 1 illustrates a flow reversal resulting from s loss of pressure at 
the inlet of a channel« 

4. TUHSIBrr CAS WEZASl. 

It has baas observed that most of the fission fas is released during 
fuel temperature transients sn.:h as power increases or shut downs [6]. Moreover, 
transient nuclear hasting of i>re-lrredlated oxide samples has shown increasing 
gss release with increasing beating rates [7]. A similar trend was exhibited by 
similar investigations pertaining to OEB tests on prelrradieted rVX fuel [8]. 
This may be Interpreted in tans of fuel fragmentation under the effect of very 
rapid oxide temperature variations, like those obtained by quenching of a rod 
operated under film-boiling conditions [9]. This fragmentation can be explained 
In terms of grain boundary fracture mechanics [10], taking into account the duc
tility induced by grain boundary diffusion. 

Oxide fragmentation nay occur only all locations In the oxide, leading 
to total grains separation, i.e. fuel powdering [9]. Grain separation may also be 
not complete, resulting in fragmentation In larger pieces, i.e. "chunk" break-up 
[ll], Inducing however the loss of pallet integrity. These processes lsad, as 
observed in [8] to a significant increase in fuel specifle surfsee. Moreover, 
the transient gaa release may be correlated to the fragmentation induced new 
pore-solid surfsee [8]. The latter forma the basis for the transient gas release 
model presented here, which is already implemented is COURSE XXX-L. 
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Tht first iaportant elcnent described Is this aodel is the reference 
teaperature T r corresponding to the teaperature where the intergranular fis
sion gas bobbles could be in hydrostatic equilibria. This equilibriua is due to 
redistribution of 00 around the existing porosities or cracks, aalnly by surface 
or grain boundary diffusion. If • Is the tiae, T the actual oxide teaperature 
and r a tiae constant, the considered relation is : 

-of" " ** "T" (Ir " T) 

The transient gas release calculation Is based on • diffusion model ba
sed on an equivalent diffusion sphere radius, as described in [1]. The latter ra
dius is defined starting froa the actual fuel open porosity { • During the tran
sient, the latter quantity la replaced by an effective open porosity { as defi
ned by the following relation : * 

d*e • T * e " J 
•_ . ,c(T) v -J S-

In this relation, the first tern describes open porosity creation as a 
result of the teaparature increase rate T. The quantity v denotes the fission gas 
swelling, while k(T) is a teaperature rate dependent proportionality constant. 
The second tera describes the progressive iatergranular crack healing. In this 
way, the equivalent sphere out of which fission is diffusing sees its radius 
transiently decreased to slaulate intergranular separation. 

This aodel has baas partly verified against the Inter-Reap data, the 
corresponding coaparison between calculation and aeasureaents is reported in 
[2]. It has also been applied to LWR fuel rod calculations. As exaaple, the tran
sient gas release froa a BWR 8 x 8 fuel rod su bait ted to a power reap has been 
analysed. The rod is aade up of fuel pellets presenting a very low open- porosity 
(0.1 Z) as it is the case in the aodera fabrication Uses. It is filled with 
heliua at 1 bar. Two COMETHS calculations have been perforaed. In the first one 
the fuel rod is irradiated for 700 days at constant power : 260 W/cs at the power 
peak in the lower part of the fissile column. In the second one the fuel rod is 
irradiated for two cycles of 340 days at the saae power level. The two cycles are 
separated by a shut down and a fast restart. This one is slaulated by a power 
reap of slightly less than L5 minutes (froa 30 to 260 W/ca at the power peak). 
Fig. 2 shows the additional transient gas release resulting froa the reap : it 
aaounts to 8 Z in only one day. 

5. SAMPLE CA1CPLATI0HS. 

In order to illustrate, COMETRE HI-M has been applied to siaulate two 
typical tint power transients. 

Ca) Control Rod Ejection Accident. 

Fig. 3 represents the evolution of a fresh FWR 17 x 17 fuel rod subjec
ted to a power transient representative of the overpower transient resulting 
froa fast rod ejection. The power which is initially very low raises in about 
50 asec up to 10000 W/ca. After 100 asae, the power stabilizes at 150 W/ca, 
for a few seconds, until shut-down. Energy deposition during the trsnslent 
aaounts to 230 J/g 002. 

As shown by Fig. 3, peak tcaperatures reach quickly sore than 1000'C, 
with as result the aechanical interaction depicted on Fig. A. Final perma
nent clad strains are negligible, which is to be attributed to the low 
deposited energy : one is still far froa the typical failure treshold of 
about 1 kJ/gU02, for fresh fuel. 
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(b) BWR Turbine Trip Transient. 

Figs. 5 and 6 describe cht time evolution of a 8 z 8 unpressurized BUR 
fuel rod, preconditioned up to 20 GHd/tox at a linear power of 240 W/cm. The 
power evolution during the transient is provided in Fig. 5. 

The thermal effect of the transient la not important as peak tempera
tures raise only by about 110*C. itovever, as the rod underwent overheating 
during steady-state, the gap at ridge location is practically closed, the 
temperatures are high and FGR amounts to 16 X. This results in a hoop stress 
pulse of about 120 MPs, which is quickly relaxed. 

CONCmSIOK. 

This paper has presented the main features of the COMETHE IXI-M fuel 
rod behaviour code, for steady-state as well as transient prediction. The diffe
rent models capabilities have been illustrated by a few representative examples, 
such es flow reversal, transient ges release and typical PWR and BWR transients • 
Adequate coupling between thermal and mechanical models, already exhibited for 
steady-state rod behaviour is now extended to transient calculations. 
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